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CAUTION

DO NOT weld any part of the MLS cabinet or the General Bracket; Bolt General Bracket and MLS cabinet ONLY! DO NOT Drill additional holes into
either the General Bracket or the MLS cabinet. DO NOT house the MLS inside other enclosures. These actions, including but not limited to, VOID all warranties.
(Note: Again, it is very important that your check with local building and planning department for codes and laws regarding signs and their installation.)
* Actual product may differ in size and design from drawings shown above.

2. Assembly

* Adjust Cable
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CAUTION

(6)

DO NOT weld any part of the MLS cabinet or the General Bracket; Bolt General Bracket and MLS cabinet ONLY! DO NOT drill additional holes into
either the General Bracket or the MLS cabinet. DO NOT house the MLS inside other enclosures. These actions, including but not limited to, VOID all warranties.
(Note: Again, it is very important that your check with local building and planning department for codes and laws regarding signs and their installation.)
* Actual product may differ in size and design from drawings shown above.

3. Installation1

Hanging in Wall Mount (Anchor Bolt not included)

Wall

CAUTION

DO NOT weld any part of the MLS cabinet or the General Bracket; Bolt General Bracket and MLS cabinet ONLY! DO NOT drill additional holes into
either the General Bracket or the MLS cabinet. DO NOT house the MLS inside other enclosures. These actions, including but not limited to, VOID all warranties.
(Note: Again, it is very important that your check with local building and planning department for codes and laws regarding signs and their installation.)
* Actual product may differ in size and design from drawings shown above.

4. Installation2

Hanging in Window Type (Anchor Bolt not included)

Wall
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* Recommend 1/2” - 1”
space between window
and display
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Wall
CAUTION

Wall

DO NOT weld any part of the MLS cabinet or the General Bracket; Bolt General Bracket and MLS cabinet ONLY! DO NOT drill additional holes into
either the General Bracket or the MLS cabinet. DO NOT house the MLS inside other enclosures. These actions, including but not limited to, VOID all warranties.
(Note: Again, it is very important that your check with local building and planning department for codes and laws regarding signs and their installation.)
* Actual product may differ in size and design from drawings shown above.

5. Installation3

Pipe or Ceiling Mount

CAUTION

DO NOT weld any part of the MLS cabinet or the General Bracket; Bolt General Bracket and MLS cabinet ONLY! DO NOT drill additional holes into
either the General Bracket or the MLS cabinet. DO NOT house the MLS inside other enclosures. These actions, including but not limited to, VOID all warranties.
(Note: Again, it is very important that your check with local building and planning department for codes and laws regarding signs and their installation.)
* Actual product may differ in size and design from drawings shown above.

6. Installation 4

Pole Mounts (Bracket & Bolt not included)

CAUTION

DO NOT weld any part of the MLS cabinet or the General Bracket; Bolt General Bracket and MLS cabinet ONLY! DO NOT drill additional holes into
either the General Bracket or the MLS cabinet. DO NOT house the MLS inside other enclosures. These actions, including but not limited to, VOID all warranties.
(Note: Again, it is very important that your check with local building and planning department for codes and laws regarding signs and their installation.)
* Actual product may differ in size and design from drawings shown above.

7. Installation 5

Fix Wall Mounts (Bracket & Concrete Anchor Bolt not included)

CAUTION

DO NOT weld any part of the MLS cabinet or the General Bracket; Bolt General Bracket and MLS cabinet ONLY! DO NOT drill additional holes into
either the General Bracket or the MLS cabinet. DO NOT house the MLS inside other enclosures. These actions, including but not limited to, VOID all warranties.
(Note: Again, it is very important that your check with local building and planning department for codes and laws regarding signs and their installation.)
* Actual product may differ in size and design from drawings shown above.

